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THE ANCIENT INITIAL ”VOICED” CONSONANTS IN MODERN NU DIALECTS
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ABSTRACT

The Ancient Initial ’Voiced’ Conso-

nants in Modern Chinese Uu Dialects have

phonetically become completely voiceless

cosonants when they are in isolated

monosyllaoic words or in the first

syllable of polysyliabic words. howeveriin

running speech» _they conditionally

alternate between, typical voice and

complete voicelessness.

INTRODUCTION

Phonologicallyithe most important +eature

of the Modern Chinese Uu Dialects is the

retention of the Ancient Initial Voiced

Stop Consonants(i.e. 51f- izifiie‘tc.) in its

consonant system. The stop consonants of

Wu can be divided into three categoriesl

voiced» voiceless unaspirated; and

voiceless aspirated /1/. This division is

well known in the linguistic circle both

in China and overseas. However; what is

the phonetic value oi the I.V.C. in flu is

a controversial issue in the linguistic

circle. ' - -

Betore the 1920’s» linguists did not seem

to distinguish phonological category from

phonetic(or physical) nature of the I.V.C.

They tended to believe that there must

exist vocal cords vibration during the

pnonation o+ these consonants. In the

1920‘s; the famous linguists ciu Fu and

Zhao Yuan Ren /2/ suggested that the

voiceo, consonants of Wu are not really

voiced: out begin with a voiceless sound

and tinish with a voiceo glide. They are

marked with the diacritlc lfi /! such as lpfi
r6 .w /. It means that there is not vocal

cords vibration during the closure; but a

whiff" of voiced breath between ' stop

release and toliowing vowel(s). Bernhard

Karigren /3/ regarded this breath as a

slight ‘voiced aspiration‘ 'and directly

transcribed it with the diacrltlc /‘ /s

suth as /6 :d':g’/. Sinse then: the.above

statements have become the dominant

theory.Early in the 1980‘s; in order to

exam the real nature of this so-called

‘voiced giide’i the present author

'*

,analysis.

investigated these consonants in the Chang

Yinsha dialect of Du with spectrographic

The result /4/ showed that

there is not any ‘voiced glide’ or ‘voiceo

a5piration’ between the stop release and

following vowe|(s) when these consonants

are in isolated monosyllaoic words or in

the first syllable of polbsyllabic words»

but the tone pattern oi these syllables is

duite different from that of those

syllables beginning with corresponding

voiceless consonants.In running speech: on

the other hand; the phonetic vaiue.o+ the

I.V.C. conditional|y7 alternate between

typical voice and complete voicelessness.

The condition at this alternation is the

syllables tone pattern. when it _is

pronounced with a ‘Yang‘ tone (FE j) /*/i

the real value o+ the I.V.C. is complete

voicelessnessi when it is pronounced with

a ‘Yin" tone (m n) /*/J or neutral tone;

the value of the consonat is typical

voice. In spite of above evidence:

linguists of the traditional school are

still sKetlcal to what the. spetrograms

snowed. cater: the aoove_ result_ was

veriiied by the measurement o+ the air

flow through the glottisl Supraglottal

presure and suog ottal presure /**/. Fig.1

(see p.2) shows a few recordings of these

air +iow and air presure with the related

spectrograms. There the word Idaoflgbegins

with /d/ of the I.V.C. Both the air +low

and .tne air presure recordings and the

spectrograms show clearly: that in the

isolated word or in the first syllable of

the polysyllabic word Idao za/ fl g i

the value of /d/ is the same as the

corresponding voiceless /t/ in word ltao/

a ! out the syllable Keeps its ‘Yang‘

tone. while in the bdlysyilaoic word /cie

dao/ ”fl 5 the ‘Yang‘ tone of the syllable

changes to neutral tone which is the same

as that o+ syllable ltao/ain Idle tafll'

fl 3’ and the value of /d/ becomes'typlcal

voice. Sinse 1953: the present author has

investigated about 15 subdialects of Wu:

recorded about 30 speaxersi utterances;

including isolated words» short sentences

and conversations: The spectrograms of

these utterances show that the situation

of the I.V.C. in these dialects is almost
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(d)

& E fl !
Fig.1 The records of (a)a1r flow through glottis,(b) subglottalpresure (c) supra lottal re '

spectroérams. g p sure with (d) the related

the same as it is in Chang Yinsha dialect.
On the bases of the above investigations:
we posit two hypotheses. First: i“ we view
the situation from isolated words: the
phonetic value of the I.V.C. in wu has
become completely voiceless: its abstract
distinctive function in a word has been
taken over by the ‘Yang‘ tone Pattern of
the syllable. Secondly: if we view them
from running speech: the value of the
I.V.C. alternate between 'voice and
voicelessness. In this case: distinctive
role of the 1.V.C. in a word is played by
the phonetic value of the 1.V.C. or by the
‘Yang‘ tone pattern of the syllable: and
this regular alternation seems to as
dependent on the stress type of relevant
syllaple ln speech.

EXPERIMENTS

In orcer to test above hypotheses: a
perception test and a synthesized speech
test: as well as a spectrographic analysis
were carrlec out.

o

Perception Test

in this test: one female SpeaKer of a bu
dialect pronounced 5a pairs 0+
monosyllaoic words which begin with
I.Y.C. and the corresponding
voiceless consonants respectively; another

" "!
a? t ‘

l. s.
‘ V.

:1’

§
ll _

I " b
' e

M a ti lg ‘

female native. speaker of the BeiJins
dialect pronounced 126 monosyllaoic
Beijlns words with the tone pattern
similar to the ‘Yang’tone pattern of Wu.
Their recorded utterances were mixed up
in random order on the same tape. The"!
13 subjects were asked to listen to the
tape recording and determine which words

Deain with voiced consonants and Uhic“
ones the voiceless consonants. The result
IS very interesting. Our subjects have
different background and their responses
are quite different: but snowed the same
rule operates in different aspects.
The first type of the subjects: who are

phonologlsts and familiar .wlth the UH
Dialects: nave a great degree of asl’eeme"t
in their responses. ~They judge both Of
those words beginning with the I.V.C. and
most of the Beijing words as besinning
with the voiced consonants. It seems that

what, is significant for these supJectsis
the sense of voicing: but not the presence
of vocal cords vibration. It also seems 10

be the case: that they tend to perceive
that there is vocal cords vibration during
the consonant of a syllable wltn a ‘Yans’
tone: even though its spectrograoni‘
correlate is the same as that 0* the
COPPESDDndina voiceless consonant.
The second type of the subjects are both
phonologist . and pnonetician. Their
responses show inconstantiy. The tYPiCa
supject is a pnbnetlcian: but he has the
WU dialect background. he said he "a“
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tried to Judge these words by means of

physloioglcal or physical cues. However:

he still judged about 16 x of consonants

of the Beijing words as voiced consonants

by mistake. ‘So it seems that he still

could not avoid being motivated by the so-

cailed voicing sense which likely to be

caused by the ‘Yang-like' tone pattern of

these words.
The third type of the subjects is a

student. in phonetics. At that time: he

just graduated from an English department:

knew nothing about Chinese Phonology and

the Nb Dialects: so his judgement could

only be in terms of the acoustic or

physiological characteristics of these

consonants. The accuracy of his judgement

reaches as high as 95%. He commented that

he thought almost none of these initial

consonants were voiced. That is true.

Actually: the value of these so-called

voiced consonants here is the same as that

of the corresponding voiceless consonants

according to their spectrograms: and those

consonants of Beijing words here are

douotiessly complete voicelessness. Uhy

did the majority of the subjects

consider that there was vocal cords

vibration during the phonetion of these

consonants? The only explanation seems to

come from the ‘Yang‘ tone or ‘Yang-ilke’

tone patterns of these syllables. Because

this tone pattern generally has either a

lower pitch or a lower beginning: it is

'easy to give a sense of voicing. Moreover:

this pattern is always accompanied by the

I.V.C. in the monosyllabic words. This is
,a phonological rule of wu. Consequently:

the subjects who are familiar with the

.sounos of wu are used to this rule. .Ones

they hear a syllable with a ‘Yang‘ tone:
they will naturally identify its initial
consonant as being voiced: as if there

exists vocal cords vibration during the

phonation of the consonant. 1

Synthesized Speech Test

The oata in this test come from the

spectrographic measurement of the

voiceless consonants: vowels and the tones

of Ho. A procedure of synthesis by-rule

15/ is used to produce the test samples.
First: the consonant and vowel data and

the ‘Yin’ tone data .were input to a

computer: consequently: a syllable with

a ‘Yin‘ tone was produced and it sounded
like a word beginning with a voiceless

consonant in Wu. Secondly: while the

consonant and vowel data remained

constant: but a ‘Yang’ tone data replaced
the ‘Yin’ tone data. As a result: a

syllable with a ‘Yang‘ tone was produced

and it sounded just like a word beginning

with the 1.V.C. in wu. Followed this

procedue: we got a series of word pairs.

In 1935: the tape recording of these words

r:l'
& a Q: E ,B E

F1332 The spectro§rams of (a) the monosyllybic word 8 (white) and
dE (handre (b) the sentence fiflfifi B (I dislike to eat

unmmxb)meRMmmn$mfia(megghmby

that hen is more white){
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was piayed at the Third Meeting of the

Linguistic Society of China, and the

audiance was asked to Judge them without

any Knowledge of -the source of these

sounds. As the result: those linguists

did. Judge those words with a 'Yang‘ tone
as oeginning with voiced consonants. This
result indicates that the sense of voicing

which perceived by these audience is

caused by the ‘Yang' tone of the syllaoles
instead of the value of the initial
consonant. -

Experiment of Running Speech

In this experiment» a series of syllables
beginning with the I.V;C. were put in
comparative context" of different
sentences: to opserve how the variation of
phonetic value of the I.V.C. depend on the
changes of the syllaple’s tone and stress
type. This test involved several

‘suooialects of wu; Fig.2 (see p.3) is a
sample of this variation. here the /o/ of
lbs/Bis an I.V.C.; and the /p/ of /pa/§Ws
the corresponding voiceless consonant.

when they are pronounced in isolation: the
spectrographic correlates of the lo/ and

the lp/ are the same. it means that the
I.V.C. /o/ is voicelessness. however: when

the word is in' running SPEECH! the

value of the /b/ varies. In sentence (o);

as you might have noticeor there is
oovious voice car during the closure of
/o/ in ldidoa/fia as snown in its
soectrogram; it is typical voice. But in
sentence (c)l'the spectrographic correlate
of /b/ in lc'ilf/ fi loa/ B is the same as
that of lol or /p/ in (a): it is
completely voiceless. Compare (a) and (c):
we can see that what causes this variation
is the different changes of tone and
stress in this two sentences. In sentensce
(p), ldid lea/3 B is a pisyllaoic word.
the syliaoie loa/ is unstressed and its
‘Yang‘ tone has Changed to be ‘Yin‘ tone.
In this case: the distinctive function of
the ‘Yang'_tone has lost, and it must pe
-replaceo oy something else. Conseouentlyl
.the feature of voice pecomes neccessary;
In contrast: the Iditfli/ba/ain sentence
(c) is a sqect-preoicate structure: the
syllaoie lba/ E is the predicate here and
has to pe stressed; so the ‘Yang‘ tone
pattern remains unchanged and tease i s
distinctive function; therefore: the value
of lb/ need not oe changed in this case.
This example supports ‘our second
hypothesis and clearly indicates that the
alternation of the 1.V.C.’s value in
running speech regulary matches the
changes in_tone and stress type of those
syllaples where they located. This
aiternation can pe tormuiized py the
foiiowing rules!

C
I.V.C. '-—* Z-volcel / #--—V +(CV)D 3

C V
1.0.C. --' E+voice2 / V +-*E-stress]

Here the zero in (cv)0 means the numoers

from. zero to any other integer, so the
a v+(CV)U s means any isolated
monosyllaoic or polysyllapic woros. The

V
V+ E-stress] means the I.V.C. is in

running speech and must he in an

unstressed syllable.

,

CONCLUSION

This paper has tried to clarify two points
aoout the I.V.C. in Wu. Firstl
spectrographic analysis indicates that the

-1.V.C. in the Modern Uu Dialects has
become completely voiceless. They are Just
the retention of the apstract distinctive
category of the original phonological
‘voice‘ rather than real physiological
vocal cords vibration. Our perception test
and the synthsized speech test show that

the voicing sense of these syllables is
caused. by the-‘Yang’ tone 'pattern and
motivated oy the perceptual mechanism.

Secondly» in running speeCh} there are
alternate variants between typical voice
(and complete voicelessness. ‘The condition
of this alternation is the rule of the
tone sandhi and the stress type in

particular suodiaiects.

NOTES

[*l The ‘Yang‘ tone is called [53 i in
Chinese and the ‘Yin‘ tone is m j
Generally, the ‘Yang’ tone has either a
lower pitch or a lower beginning: while

the ‘Yin‘ tone has a higher pitch or a
higher Beginning in Mu.
/**/ This test was taxen under Prof. P.
Laoefoged‘s guidance in 1983.
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